RAS Officers Election

• President-Elect
• Vice Presidents
Election Procedure

- Nominations can be made from the floor,
- The voting members present will cast secret ballots, and a designated two-member Tally Committee will count the ballots (Bruno Siciliano, Kimon Valavanis).
Election Procedure-continued

President-Elect will be elected first followed by Vice Presidents. One VP position will be elected at a time. Each candidate will be allowed to make a short oral presentation (5 minutes or less), followed by a discussion before voting.
Election Procedure-Continued

• All VP results will announced at the end of the election
• For each ballot, one can vote for one candidate, or none, but no write in candidate is allowed
• Everyone present can participate in the discussion
President-Elect Candidates

• Dick Volz
• Oussama Khatib
Vice President For Finance Candidates

• Tony Maciejewski
Vice President for Conference Candidates

- T J Tarn
Vice President for Technical Activities Candidates

• Roland Siegwart
Vice President for Publications
Candidates

- Bill Hamel
- Vladimir Lumelsky
Vice President of Member Activities Candidates

• Makoto Kaneko